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INTRODUCTION

Scope
Key findings
Global sustainability snapshot
Five key sustainability trends
Areas of opportunity: Sustainability

SUSTAINABILITY TODAY

Uneven distribution of resources and environmental impacts
Sustainability in 2020: regional facts
COVID-19: Unprecedented shock to global commodity prices
COVID-19 impacting global fossil fuels demand and CO2 emissions
Oil price collapse hit plastic recycling and renewable energies

GLOBAL OUTLOOK

Food outlook: supply demonstrated resilience during COVID-19
Agriculture overview: Organic farming growing but still niche
Agriculture puts increasing pressure on water resources
Water outlook: climate change to impact further water resources
Materials resources outlook: Negative impact on productivity
Mining outlook: COVID-19 disrupts global supply of battery materials
Energy outlook: progress on energy efficiency threatened by pandemic
Unequal access to basic services undermines sustainable development
COVID-19 impacted all sustainability initiatives
Climate action remains strong post-COVID-19

TOP FIVE SUSTAINABILITY TRENDS

Five key sustainability trends

TOP FIVE SUSTAINABILITY TRENDS

Sustainability trends impacting economies, businesses and consumers
Climate action: t ransport and food are two priority areas
Circular economy: closing the loop is key to improve resilience
Commodity price volatility: Uncertainty here to stay
Pollution: action needed to stop e missions rebound from COVID-19
Sustainability trends in action: circular economy and climate action
Sustainability trends in action: commodity price and pollution

RANKINGS OF KEY INDICATORS

Natural resources: country overview
Forest: country overview
Biodiversity: Country overview
Agriculture: country overview
Food: country overview
Materials resources: country overview
Metals: country overview
Minerals: country overview
Water: country overview
Energy: country overview
Pollution: country overview
Access to basic services: country overview
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About Euromonitor International

Euromonitor International is an independent market intelligence provider. Data, insight and analysis stem from in-the-field research
spanning 210 national markets.

Content ranges from the in-depth and country-specific, to key strategic themes with a global range and significance. Products cover
a comprehensive range of insights and market data, but can be broadly categorised as:

Strategy Briefings: Global or regional in scope, and focussing on the most important themes shaping consumer demand, the
key markets, competitive environment and future outlook across a range of industries.
Company Profiles: Analysis dedicated to the world’s most significant companies, with detailed insight into their activities, focus
of operations, their competitors, their geographic presence and performance.
Country Reports: For an in-depth understanding of specific countries, whether by industry, economic metrics or consumer
trends and lifestyles. These reports cover current trends, consumer demand, market potential and future prospects, with
country-specific local insight and comprehensive data, unavailable elsewhere.

For more information on this report, further enquiries can be directed via this link www.euromonitor.com/global-sustainability-trends/report.


